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 “It’s not like I’ll be sealed and devoured just by staying here …” 

“According to my observations, only those who actively attack this forbidden area will be swallowed into 

that independent space. After that, they will never be able to come out again!” The lingmei’s clone said 

in embarrassment. 

“Attack?” 

Chen Xiaobei was surprised.  “Do you know Fuxi?” 

“Ah?” 

The lingmei doppelganger’s expression changed drastically, and she said nervously, ” I … I know … 

Master, how do you know about the Fuxi? ” 

Fuxi is my old friend!  Chen Xiaobei smiled. 

 hiss …  the lingmei clone gasped and immediately began to kowtow with all her might.  master, please 

spare me … Please spare me …  

“Heh, I was right! You are the mortal enemy of Fuxi!” 

 that year, when you were fighting with Fuxi, you accidentally entered this place. The aftershock of Fuxi’s 

attack touched the seal. That’s why you were swallowed into the independent space!  And you just so 

happened to escape this calamity!” 

 in the past trillion years, you’ve made a fortune with the help of the sacred bloodvine, single-handedly 

establishing the current sacred blood sect and becoming the sect master of the current sacred blood 

sect!  

 it’s … It’s all my fault …  the lingmei clone kept kowtowing, afraid that Chen Xiaobei would avenge Fuxi. 

However, Chen Xiaobei did not pursue the matter. 

After all, it was Fuxi’s turn to decide how to settle the score. 

 I have another question. This Saint bloodfruit is a one star divine Emperor’s Holy item. Why are there 

hundreds of two star divine emperors after it? ” 

“Heaven and earth phenomenon! This should be a mutated Saint bloodfruit!” 

 this is …  Ling Mei’s clone said sheepishly, ” normally, a Saint bloodfruit ripens once every few tens of 

thousands of years. When it ripens, it will only be bathed in Saint energy and will not emit any blood-red 

light … Thus, this Saint bloodfruit must be an extraordinary existence!  

“What’s the use of the Saint bloodfruit?” Chen Xiaobei asked again. 
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 normally, it’s mostly used for alchemy … But this is a mutated Holy bloodfruit. I don’t know the details. 

After all, this is the first time in trillions of years …  the lingmei clone said sheepishly. 

“Once every trillion years? That’s extremely rare!” Chen Xiaobei’s expression changed. 

His eyes immediately revealed a look of surprise and curiosity. He immediately said,”Bring me the fruit 

immediately!” 

 this mutated Saint bloodfruit isn’t fully ripe yet, ” the lingmei clone explained hurriedly.  it’ll be 

completely useless if I pluck it. Otherwise, I’d have kept it in my pocket long ago!  

Indeed, Bai Shishi had also said that the Holy bloodfruit would probably ripen in the next few days. 

It was clear that there was no point in getting an unripe Holy bloodfruit. 

It was also because of this that all the forces sent some high-level elders and similar figures to keep an 

eye on them. 

If the mutant Holy bloodfruit ripened, and there was really a great opportunity, it was possible that the 

leaders of all the forces in the city would all gather together. 

It was even possible that the Supreme ruler of Yuanji city, the yuan clan, would send someone. 

It all depended on the value of the ripe mutant Holy bloodfruit. 

However, since it only appeared once every trillion years, it would definitely be extraordinary and would 

not disappoint. 

“Since that’s the case, let’s go and save them first!” 

Chen Xiaobei, on the other hand, was calm. The mutant Holy bloodfruit was not ripe yet, and waiting 

would be pointless. He might as well save Fuxi first. 

“Save people? How do we save him?” The lingmei clone was confused. 

“BOOM!” 

Chen Xiaobei used his Saint Origin Energy to hit the ground in the center of the forbidden area. 

“Swish!” 

The next moment, a strange scene appeared! 

Chen Xiaobei’s Holy Emperor’s power was completely absorbed by the ground. 

The ground was not damaged at all, and even rippled like water. 

“Master! W-what are you doing?” 

 what?!  the lingmei doppelganger was shocked.  we can’t control this seal with our strength. Once 

we’re swallowed, we won’t be able to come out!  

“Don’t talk nonsense! Help me keep an eye on the mutant Holy bloodfruit!” Chen Xiaobei said calmly. 

“Whoosh …” 



 

The next moment, Chen Xiaobei’s entire body was engulfed by the energy and swallowed into the seal. 

“This …” 

The lingmei clone was dumbfounded,’isn’t this suicide … What if he can’t come out? Wouldn’t I be free 

then?” 

For a moment, the lingmei clone felt much more relaxed. 

Even though Chen Xiaobei had the demonic Dragon’s edge, a three-star divine Emperor weapon, it was 

not enough to break the seal. 

After all, for the past trillion years, the lingmei clone had thought of countless ways to try and control 

the seal. 

He even spent a huge amount of money to hire a three star divine Emperor formation master to check it 

out. 

In the end, the three star Saint Emperor formation master couldn’t do anything about the seal after 

checking it. He didn’t even dare to attack the seal, afraid that he would be devoured and never be able 

to come out. 

From this, it could be seen that the power of the Dragon’s edge was absolutely not enough to break this 

seal. 

Chen Xiaobei would be courting death if he were to go in just like that. 

Only the lingmei clone thought so. 

At the thought of this, her face revealed an excited smile that could not be concealed. 

She did not expect Chen Xiaobei to be so stupid as to seek his own death so that she could regain her 

freedom. Just thinking about it was hilarious. 

…… 

The space around Chen Xiaobei twisted, and he found himself in a special dimension. 

This independent space was like a cage. It was not large, and there were no other people, let alone any 

passages or exits. 

If it was an ordinary person, after being sealed in, they would be unable to call for help and could only 

wait in endless loneliness for the day of death. 

But to Chen Xiaobei, this was not a difficult task. 

“Omniscient spatial laws!” 

Chen Xiaobei took a step forward, and the omniscient Holy Emperor’s spatial seal appeared behind him, 

shining upon him like a ball of light. 

Previously, Chen Xiaobei had devoured the chaotic eye whitzard’s eyes and obtained the omniscient 

divine Emperor’s most powerful ability. 



 

His discipline reached the peak of Saint Emperor. 

However, Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation and mental power were still far from being on par with the 

omniscient divine Emperor’s. So, there was still a certain limit to the use of his special ability. He could 

not directly unleash the power of a peak-stage divine Emperor. 

However, with the help of the one character Saint-Killing Curse, Chen Xiaobei’s mental power was 

billions of times stronger than those of the same level. 

“Swish!” 

Next, Chen Xiaobei took out the kuishui kan divine pill that he had obtained from the eight trigrams 

Dragon Pagoda. 

After directly consuming it, the spiritual force that was originally consumed was replenished, and the 

upper limit of the spiritual force was also temporarily increased. 

Under the double support of the pill and the life word incantation. 

Chen Xiaobei had used the omniscient divine Emperor’s spatial ability to a level that he could not 

withstand before. 

“Chi …” 

Chen Xiaobei stepped through the spatial wall in front of him! 
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The omniscient divine Emperor’s spatial ability was the strongest under the divine ancestor. 

Using it to deal with a three or four star divine Emperor’s seal was like using a dragon slaying knife to kill 

a chicken. It could already produce an effect of crushing those of a higher level. 

With the help of the pill and the life word incantation, the level of Chen Xiaobei’s special ability had 

been increased to the maximum. He could now ignore the seal. 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Whoosh!” 

Chen picked up his pace and passed through one cage after another. 

Some of these cages were empty, and some had dead bodies inside. 

There was no danger in the cage, so it could be seen that the people who died had all died of old age. 

There was a three star divine Emperor’s body, three two star divine Emperor’s body, seven one star 

divine Emperor’s body and dozens of Saint Kings “body. 

Many of these people’s lifespans were far longer than Fuxi’s. 

From this, it could be seen that the seal had already existed for countless years before Fuxi was sealed. 

It could be said to be an extremely ancient existence. 
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In fact, it was so ancient that it was difficult to describe. 

“Shua shua shua …” 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei did not hold back. He kept all of the Holy Emperor’s corpses into his bag and 

stored all of his storage space into his little gold vault. 

It had to be said that this was definitely a pleasant surprise. 

Chen Xiaobei had come to save her, but he did not expect to find a small treasure. 

With so many Saint Emperor corpses, he could probably refine ten million drops of sacred soul Mystic 

resin. 

With so many Storage Treasures, there would be enough energy, Saint artifacts, and all kinds of 

materials. 

No matter how he looked at it, he had earned a small sum. 

“Swish!” 

Finally, Chen Xiaobei arrived at the place where he had spied on the Fuxi. 

Seeing that Fuxi was fine, Chen Xiaobei let out a sigh of relief. 

 Xiaobei … Are you Xiaobei? ” 

Fuxi was also very excited, but then he became nervous, ” “You … Why are you here? Didn’t I tell you 

not to take any risks? How did you get sealed in here? We’re completely finished …” 

“No, I wasn’t sealed in here. I came in by myself.” Chen Xiaobei smiled. 

“What? He came in on his own? How could you enter on your own? What do you think this place is?” 

Fuxi could not imagine Chen Xiaobei’s current power, so he could not believe what Chen Xiaobei had 

just said. 

“Follow me!” 

Chen Xiaobei was too lazy to explain. He grabbed Fuxi’s arm and used his mind to pass through the 

dimension wall, leaving the seal. 

 how … How is this possible?!  Fuxi was dumbfounded by what he saw. 

At the same time, the lingmei clone was still giggling at the same spot, thinking that if Chen Xiaobei 

could not come out, she would be free. 

“What are you laughing at?” Chen Xiaobei asked coldly. 

“Hiss …” 

The lingmei doppelganger gasped. Never in her dreams would she have thought that Chen Xiaobei’s 

voice would come from behind her. It was too f * cking scary. 



 

 I … I’m not laughing at anything … Master, I’m happy for you to be able to come out …  the lingmei 

clone immediately changed to a face and continued to bow humbly. 

The speed at which he changed his attitude was faster than flipping a book. 

However, this kind of flipping was no different from slapping his own face, not to mention how 

depressed he was. 

“Xuan Ling! It’s you!” 

Fuxi immediately recognized the lingmei clone. 

 Fu … Fuxi!?  

The lingmei doppelganger took in a deep breath of cold air and knelt down on the ground without 

saying anything.”Old brother Fuxi! Back then, there was no deep hatred between us. We just wanted to 

see who was better. Today, I admit defeat. I beg you to spare my life … Spare my life …” 

“What … What’s going on?” Fuxi was stunned,’you’re much stronger than me now? Why are you asking 

me to spare your life?” 

 I’m a Lackey of this young master. If brother Fuxi doesn’t spare me, I will die for sure!  the lingmei’s 

avatar said. 

Clearly, the lingmei clone was still very self-aware. 

She knew very well what she had to do if she wanted to live, and she absolutely didn’t want to risk her 

life. 

“Forget it,” 

Fuxi waved his hand and said, ” it’s just as you said. We don’t have any deep grudges. We just see each 

other as mortal enemies and want to compete with each other. Times have changed. I won’t make 

things difficult for you.  

 thank you, brother Fuxi … Thank you so much …  the lingmei clone kowtowed and thanked Fuxi. 

The scene in front of him was simply too bizarre. 

A peak two-star divine Emperor kneeled in front of Chen Xiaobei and Fuxi like a dog, wagging his tail and 

begging for mercy. 

If other people saw this, their eyes would probably pop out of their sockets. 

 Xiaobei … I didn’t think that you’d become so powerful in such a short time … I’m really impressed!  Fuxi 

looked at Chen Xiaobei and sighed. 

Without a doubt, Fuxi was extremely shocked. 

Although he knew that Chen Xiaobei had a bright future ahead of him, he did not expect Chen Xiaobei to 

improve so much in such a short time. 

If he didn’t see it with his own eyes, he wouldn’t have believed it even in his dreams. 



 

 brother, you don’t have to be amazed. Your cultivation can also improve quickly.  Chen Xiaobei smiled. 

“Me?” 

Fuxi laughed at himself and said, ” I’m afraid I won’t have the chance. I’ve been trapped in the seal for 

hundreds of millions of years. My life is coming to an end. In a few thousand years, I will die ….  

“Don’t be so pessimistic!” “I’ll give you 100 eternity of lifespan soon!” Chen Xiaobei said with a smile. 

“! hundred … Cosmic years? This … How is this possible!” Fuxi couldn’t believe it. He was stunned. 

Even the eyes of the lingmei doppelganger revealed a look of surprise. She would not believe it even if 

she was beaten to death. 

“Swish!” 

Chen Xiaobei then took out all the one star divine Emperor’s bodies. 

Then, they took out dozens of one star divine Emperor level energy from their storage space. 

“Derivative!” 

Chen Xiaobei then took out three of the orbs. 

In an instant, the Saint Emperor’s body and energy were all refined. 

In the end, a total of 800 drops of Saint Emperor Mystic resin were produced. 

“I’ll give you all of this!” 

Chen Xiaobei then gave all the Saint Emperor Mystic resin to Fuxi. 

“This …” 

In an instant, Fuxi and the lingmei clone were both dumbfounded. 

One had to know that every drop of Saint Emperor Mystic resin was a priceless treasure. 

Chen Xiaobei did not even bat an eye and gave out 800 drops. This was crazy! 

Of course, what was even more terrifying was the way Chen Xiaobei refined the sacred Emperor Mystic 

resin. It was so fast that it was almost like a dream. 
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4333 Choosing to outwit him! 

“This … This is too terrifying …” 

Fuxi and the lingmei clone were dumbfounded and their scalps went numb. Their three views had been 

completely subverted. 

One had to know that other people would take millions of years to successfully refine Saint Emperor 

Mystic fat. 
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During this process, he would have to consume a huge amount of energy and energy. 

Chen Xiaobei, on the other hand, had successfully concocted it in a short period of time. It seemed that 

other than energy, he had not used up any other energy. 

This was even more heaven-defying than cheating! 

“No… This gift is too expensive … I can’t take it …” He said. 

Fuxi was overwhelmed by the favor. 

He was a mere Saint King. Under normal circumstances, he didn’t even have the right to touch half a 

drop of the Saint Emperor Mystic resin. 

Furthermore, there were 800 drops of Saint Emperor Mystic resin in front of him. 

It really made his heart jump and he couldn’t live in peace. 

He simply couldn’t accept it. 

“Brother, you’re too polite! Your Eight Trigrams Dragon trapping tower has also helped me greatly! Back 

then, I was only a true divine. Wasn’t that a huge gift to me?” 

 what’s more, you’ve seen what I’m capable of. As long as I have the body and energy of a Holy Emperor, 

the Holy Emperor Mystic resin is nothing to me!  Chen Xiaobei said with a smile. Just accept it, don’t be 

nervous, and don’t feel uneasy!” 

Fuxi finally agreed, ” “O-okay … I’ll take it …” 

 alright!  Chen Xiaobei chuckled.  brother, come to my Saint Soul world to cultivate first. When you break 

through to the Holy Emperor level and have enough life, we’ll think about our next step!  

 alright …  Fuxi nodded and listened to Chen Xiaobei. 

“Swish!” 

Chen Xiaobei then sent Fuxi into the beixuan sacred world. 

After all, Fuxi’s cultivation was too weak, and the Holy Blood sect was about to fall into chaos. It was too 

dangerous for Fuxi to stay. 

“M-master …” 

At this moment, the lingmei clone said, ” “Can you also give me a little bit of the holy soul Mystic resin? 

I’ve been stuck at the peak of two star divine Emperor for tens of millions of years … If I can get ten 

thousand drops of divine Emperor Mystic fat, I’ll be able to break through a large realm directly. At that 

time, I’ll be able to help you with more things …” 

Clearly, the higher one’s cultivation level, the more Saint Emperor Mystic fat one would consume. 

A mere ten thousand drops was nothing. 

However, Chen Xiaobei shook his head and said, ” “No rush! I’ll consider giving you some after some 

time!” 



 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei had the demonic Dragon as his personal bodyguard. Having another three-star 

divine Emperor by his side did not make much of a difference. 

Of course, the key problem was that with Chen Xiaobei’s mental power, the heavenly Dao Divine Lotus 

seal could only control people below the three-star divine Emperor level. Once the lingmei clone broke 

through, it might be out of control. 

So, even if he wanted her to break through to the next realm, he would have to wait until Chen Xiaobei 

could create a stronger heavenly Dao Divine Lotus mark. 

 O-okay …  the lingmei clone was naturally very disappointed. 

However, Chen Xiaobei had the final say. She did not have the right to bargain. 

“Let’s go and take a look at the situation of the Holy bloodfruit!” 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and immediately shifted his target to the other side. 

“Yes, sir …” 

The lingmei doppelganger did not dare to waste any more time and immediately led Chen Xiaobei there. 

…… 

At the center of the sect. 

Along the mountain, there were thousands of Saint bloodvines that looked like dragons and snakes. 

The dense energy fluctuations and the medicinal fragrance made the entire space stand out from the 

rest. 

At this moment, Saint Origin Energy gushed out from the ground and shot up into the sky like a pillar. It 

connected with the moon and dyed the sky red. 

“Woof! Whoosh!” 

When the lingmei clone arrived, she merged with the dark blue Xuanzang clone. 

Then, he took on the form of a man with a feminine face. 

That’s right! 

This person was the Holy Blood sect’s sect master, Xuan Ling! 

 greetings to the sect master … Greetings to master …  

At the same time, the core elders and disciples of the Holy Blood sect were already standing guard 

around the sacred bloodvine. 

However, there were not many of them. 

More elders and disciples had already left the sect and were fighting the invaders in the mountains. 

“All of you may leave!” 



 

The sect Master of the Holy Blood sect, Xuan Ling, waved his hand and asked everyone to leave. 

“Yes, sir!” 

No one dared to question him and left. 

Before they left, everyone looked at Chen Xiaobei. 

He thought that Chen Xiaobei was just an early one star divine Emperor, so he did not attract much 

attention. 

“Master, my men have all retreated, but I can’t do anything about those eyes and ears in the sky …” 

Xuan Ling looked a little helpless. 

At this moment, there were hundreds of two star divine emperors in the sky, all staring at them. 

They didn’t speak or move, waiting for the mutant Holy bloodfruit to ripen. 

They were like a pack of hungry wolves waiting for their prey. 

If the value of the prey was attractive enough, they would pounce on it at all costs and fight for the 

greatest benefits. 

“If they don’t retreat, I can’t do anything …” 

Chen Xiaobei’s brows furrowed as he looked at the center of everyone’s attention. 

At the thickest part of the sacred bloodvine, there was a fruit that looked like a human heart. 

Looking at the sky, the fruit was right in the middle of the blood-red pillar, and its position was very 

conspicuous. 

Chen Xiaobei had his own plans. 

However, there were too many people around. If they acted rashly and the news spread, Chen Xiaobei 

would be doomed. 

“They won’t retreat until the mutant bloodfruit ripens …” 

 it’s not good for me to attack them, ” Xuan Ling said helplessly.  after all, this is Yuanji city. They all have 

complicated forces behind them. It can be said that a slight move will affect the whole …  

“Since that’s the case, I’ll have to take action personally!” 

Chen Xiaobei had a new plan. 

“What … What are you planning to do?” 

 you …  Xuan Ling immediately became nervous.  although you can easily kill them, once you make a 

move, the power behind them will definitely notice and rush over in an instant!  

“What’s the cultivation base of the strongest person in Yuanji city?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 



 

“Peak three star divine Emperor! Yuan Changsheng, the forefather of the yuan clan!” “Your black knife 

can’t even hurt a single hair on him …” Xuan Ling said nervously. 

 hehe, I’m not targeting anyone below four star divine Emperor. They’re all my younger brothers!  Chen 

Xiaobei chuckled. 

 this …  Xuan Ling almost peed in his pants.”You … You’ve been hiding such a terrifying cultivation?” 

Chen Xiaobei did not deny it.   with my strength, I’ll definitely win. However, this isn’t a life-and-death 

battle, so there’s no need to waste my lifespan … I’ll just use my wits!  
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4334 Directly remove it! 

“Master … What are you planning? I’m getting confused …” 

Xuanling was confused. She did not understand what Chen Xiaobei meant. 

“Swish!” 

Without another word, Chen Xiaobei took Xuan Ling and returned to the beixuan sacred soul world. 

Then, Chen Xiaobei took out all the remaining energy from the Holy emperors ‘inventory. 

There was one three star divine Emperor, three two star divine Emperor, and ten one star divine 

Emperor. 

“Whoosh …” 

After that, Chen Xiaobei asked Xuan Ling to activate the divine sunlight cache. 

Meanwhile, Chen Xiaobei began to practice the one character Saint destroyer curse. 

As the energy was absorbed into his body, the one character Saint destroyer curse’s profound technique 

was activated. 

This time, Chen Xiaobei did not increase the level of the spell. Instead, he started to study the second 

character. 

And the second character that Chen Xiaobei chose was Hong! 

The Hong word incantation represented the power derived from the origin. 

This kind of power could be combined with the great saint orb and the endless great Dao of origin to 

give birth to an extremely mysterious ability. 

“Whoosh …” 

A huge ‘Hong’ character appeared behind Chen Xiaobei. 

This meant that he had comprehended the Hong word incantation. 

The Hong curse had strengthened Chen Xiaobei’s origin by a trillion times. 
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And Chen Xiaobei’s source was the body of a human. 

After the upgrade, Chen Xiaobei’s physical strength had increased by one small realm. Even an 

intermediate one star divine Emperor would not be able to hurt Chen Xiaobei. 

And this was only the beginning. 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei continued to burn his energy, and soon, the Hong curse was upgraded to a one star divine 

Emperor level. 

“Whoosh …” 

The cultivation continued. 

After Chen Xiaobei had used up all three two star divine Emperor energy … 

The Hong word incantation had broken through to the level of two star divine Emperor. 

Now, Chen Xiaobei’s physical strength had increased again. Anyone below the level of a four star divine 

Emperor would not be able to hurt Chen Xiaobei. 

“Phew …” 

Finally, Chen Xiaobei let out a long breath and stopped his cultivation. 

That was because he only had one portion of three star divine Emperor level energy left. It was not 

enough to upgrade the Hong word incantation. 

“Master … I … I can feel that your physical strength has greatly increased …” 

Xuan Ling was already dumbfounded and frightened. 

He even felt that all the shock he had experienced in his life could not compare to the time he had spent 

with Chen Xiaobei. 

It felt like Chen Xiaobei was from a different world. He was even more powerful than a cheat. He was 

completely unreasonable and unrestrained. It was crazy! 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei stood up and kept the three star divine Emperor energy. 

“Master … I really don’t understand. You’re clearly increasing your physical strength. What does this 

have to do with outwit?” 

Xuan Ling was puzzled. 

“Who told you that only my physical strength has increased?” Chen Xiaobei retorted. 

 this …  Xuan Ling was stunned and shocked. 

After all that, other than the increase in his physical strength, Chen Xiaobei had also received an 

additional upgrade. 



 

He had thought that Chen Xiaobei had already used a super cheat, but he did not expect Chen Xiaobei to 

have another wave of cheats! 

Xuan Ling felt as if his three views were shattered, and he even started to doubt his life! 

“Let’s go! I’ll let you see how I outwit him!” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and left the sacred soul world with Xuan Ling. 

“Swish!” 

Chen Xiaobei brought Xuan Ling to the Holy bloodfruit and extended his hand. 

In an instant, everyone present, including Xuan Ling, became nervous. 

“Master, what are you doing?” 

 what? ” Xuan Ling was dumbfounded.  the Holy bloodfruit hasn’t ripened yet. Once it’s picked, it’ll be 

completely useless!  

“Crack!” 

Without hesitation, Chen Xiaobei picked the fruit. 

“Pfft …” 

Xuan Ling almost spat out a mouthful of blood. Why didn’t this master listen to her? The Holy bloodfruit 

wasn’t ripe yet, so it would be useless if it was picked! 

At the same time, the sky burst out with genuine exclamations. 

“Who is that kid? Are you an idiot? You actually plucked an unripe mutant Holy bloodfruit!” 

“Too stupid! Was his brain kicked by a donkey? You made us wait for half a day in vain!” 

“Retreat! There’s no chance …” 

“We won’t! I’m going to teach that kid a lesson! They’re playing us like monkeys! I will never let him go!” 

…… 

All of a sudden, the hundreds of two star divine emperors in the sky were in an uproar. 

They looked at Chen Xiaobei as if he was a street rat who had stolen their precious food. 

Disgust! Disgust! He hated it to the extreme! 

Some of the smaller forces didn’t want to become enemies with the Holy Blood sect, so they left. 

Some of the more powerful people were not afraid of the Holy Blood sect at all and wanted to seek an 

explanation from Chen Xiaobei. 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 



 

All of a sudden, hundreds of two star divine emperors descended and surrounded Chen Xiaobei and 

Xuan Ling. 

“You little brat! What the hell are you doing?” 

The one in the lead was a white-haired old man with a fierce aura.  “The mutant Saint bloodfruit is not 

ripe yet! If you take it off, you’re simply wasting it!” 

When Xuan Ling saw the old man, he was immediately terrified. He cupped his hands and bowed 

solemnly, ” “Greetings … Greetings, elder Yuan Xi!” 

Yuan Xi! 

A high-level elder of the yuan clan! 

Although his cultivation was lower than Xuan Ling’s, with the yuan clan’s support, he was above Xuan 

Ling and could accept Xuan Ling’s bow. 

“Xuan Ling! This is the good disciple you’ve taught!” 

Yuan Xi was very overbearing.  I’ve waited for you for so long in vain. Tell me. How should we deal with 

this? ” 

At the same time, there were hundreds of two star divine emperors around who were all looking at 

Xuan Ling. 

In most people’s eyes, Chen Xiaobei was a disciple of Xuan Ling. 

Chen Xiaobei would not be able to take responsibility for this, so everyone turned their attention to 

xuanling and asked her how she was going to handle this. 

 I … This …  Xuan Ling was dumbfounded. 

How would he know how to deal with it? 

He could not understand why Chen Xiaobei would pick the unripe Holy bloodfruit. 

This kind of self-harming and foolish action did not seem like Chen Xiaobei’s style. 

“Don’t mumble, I’m asking you a question!” Yuan Xi glared at Xuan Ling and rebuked, ” “If you can’t tell 

me how to deal with it, then don’t blame this old man for being impolite!” 

“Swish!” 

Chen Xiaobei then took out the Saint devouring axe and asked, ” “How do you want to be impolite?” 

Seeing this, Xuan Ling was so scared that she didn’t even dare to breathe. 

Didn’t we agree to outwit him? 
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4335 Double derivation! 
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Xuan Ling was completely anxious. 

Chen Xiaobei had said that he would outwit her, but he had taken out his weapon instead. 

If they were to fight, the consequences would be unimaginable. 

Even though Chen Xiaobei had the ability to kill them all in seconds, this would definitely alert all the 

strongest forces in Yuanji city. 

One had to know that the reason why these hundred two star divine emperors dared to come here was 

because they weren’t afraid of Xuan Ling or the Holy Blood sect. 

If Chen Xiaobei did anything to them, he would attract the revenge of hundreds of forces that were way 

stronger than the Holy Blood sect. 

Just the thought of the result made Xuan Ling’s scalp numb and his heart tremble. 

“You little brat! You’re just a piece of trash like an ant, yet you dare to show your weapon in front of me! 

He really doesn’t know the immensity of heaven and earth!” 

Yuan Xi did not care about Chen Xiaobei or the Saint devouring Dao axe. 

At the same time, the crowd was also sneering at Chen Xiaobei, as if he was an idiot. 

“Did this kid’s head get kicked by a donkey? He actually dared to show his weapon? He was simply 

courting death! You’re courting death!” 

“Little brat! Even your master, Xuan Ling, has to be respectful to us. You think you’re worthy of showing 

your weapon? He’s too arrogant!” 

“Little trash! What you’re facing now is all the first-rate forces in the city! You’re already facing a great 

disaster, don’t you know how stupid you are?” 

…… 

“You talk too much nonsense!” 

Chen Xiaobei swung the Saint devouring axe. 

 Saint pan space!  

Chen Xiaobei ignited all the energy in the axe and activated the sealing ability of the axe. 

“Woof!” 

With a loud explosion, the axe directly split the void. 

A dark spatial crack appeared in front of everyone. 

“What … What is this? What a terrifying energy fluctuation!” 

With Yuan Xi in the lead, everyone screamed. Their pupils shrank and their eyes trembled as if they had 

seen a ghost. 

“Shua shua … Shua shua …” 



 

In an instant, countless dark chains shot out of the dark spatial Rift. 

Each chain was engraved with countless runes, and they were emitting a burning red. 

“Uh … Uh …” 

The two star divine emperors were all tied up by the chains and dragged into the dark spatial crack. 

Without exception, all of them were hit! 

In the blink of an eye, the place was completely silent. Only Chen Xiaobei and Xuan Ling remained where 

they were, while the rest of the people who had been talking nonsense were all sealed in the Saint pan 

space. 

“This … This … This …” 

Xuan Ling was so shocked that she was stunned. 

Even if he had a hundred million more brains, he would never have thought that this was Chen Xiaobei’s 

way of winning. 

He first picked the unripe Holy bloodfruit, leaving most people disappointed. 

This way, the people who left would spread the news, and the big forces who were eyeing them 

covetously would no longer pay attention to this side. 

Then, Yuan Xi and the rest of the people came to Chen Xiaobei to demand an explanation. Chen Xiaobei 

did not fight them but sealed them all up. 

This way, it would not alarm the major forces, and everything that happened here would not be leaked 

out. 

Without shedding a drop of blood, he directly solved the big problem of many people. 

It was indeed a perfect strategy. 

But … 

Xuan Ling was still dumbfounded.  although the problem of too many people has been solved, the Holy 

bloodfruit has been plucked before it’s even ripe. What’s the point of this wave of intelligence? ” 

“Boom boom boom …” 

Chen Xiaobei did not answer. Instead, he activated the seal and released countless chains to uproot the 

entire Saint bloodvine and send it into the Saint pan dimension. 

“Follow me!” 

Then, Chen Xiaobei entered the Saint pan space with Xuan Ling. 

“Let us go … Let me go …” 

At this moment, the two star divine emperors from before were all tied up by the chains and couldn’t 

move at all. 



 

However, they were still fearless because they had a backer behind them. 

“Little bastard! You’d better let me go immediately!” 

“I went missing in your Holy Blood sect!” Yuan Xi threatened angrily. If you don’t let me go, the Holy 

Blood sect will be razed to the ground tomorrow morning!” 

At the same time, the people around them were also clamoring. 

“I have the Yue clan of the East Pole behind me, and they’re enough to destroy the Holy Blood sect! 

Quickly release me! Did you hear me?” 

 I’m an elder of the heaven Temple sect. Is the Holy Blood sect tired of living? ” 

“I’m … Let him go …” 

All of a sudden, everyone was introducing themselves, thinking that they could threaten the Holy Blood 

sect to get Chen Xiaobei to let them go. 

“All of you, shut up!” 

Chen Xiaobei felt like a group of flies were buzzing in his ears.  “I’m not from the Holy Blood sect! Xuan 

Ling is just a dog of mine!” 

“What?” 

When everyone heard this, they instantly fell into a dead silence. 

“That’s right … I’m indeed master’s Lackey …” He said. 

 so, if you don’t want to die, shut up …  Xuan Ling said embarrassedly.  my master doesn’t play by the 

rules. I can’t guarantee that he won’t kill you …  

“This …” 

Everyone, including Yuan Xi, gasped. 

They began to reevaluate Chen Xiaobei. 

They all knew that although Xuan Ling could not afford to offend the forces behind them, in terms of 

cultivation strength, Xuan Ling could still be ranked in the upper-middle level in Yuanji city. 

Even someone as strong as xuanling had to be Chen Xiaobei’s Lackey. 

It was clear that Chen Xiaobei was not as simple as he looked. 

It definitely had a strong foundation! It was unfathomable! 

For a moment, everyone was afraid and didn’t dare to make a sound. 

“Swish!” 

Chen Xiaobei could not be bothered with them. He turned around and flew toward the sacred 

bloodvine. 



 

These huge vines were like thousands of Dragons and snakes standing in the space. 

Everyone, like Xuan Ling, could not figure out what Chen Xiaobei was trying to do. 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei then took out the unripe mutant Holy bloodfruit. 

He placed the fruit back where it had been picked. 

“One word: derivative!” 

With a thought from Chen Xiaobei, the broken branch began to heal quickly. 

Very quickly, it returned to its original state. 

 how … How is this possible?!  

Everyone was dumbfounded when they saw this. 

They all knew that an unripe Holy bloodfruit would be wasted once it was picked. 

But they could never have imagined that Chen Xiaobei would be able to regrow the fruit that they had 

plucked. 

This time, Chen Xiaobei did not use the great saint orb. Instead, he used the ” Hong ” curse to create a 

new branch. 

Of course, this process was not too difficult. After all, it was only a small branch and bark, so it did not 

consume too much spiritual power. 

And what came next was the real highlight! 

“One word derivation! The great sage is born!” 

When Chen Xiaobei was casting the Hong word incantation, he also took out three Hong Saint orbs and 

started to burn the remaining three star divine Emperor energy. 
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He activated both of his special abilities and poured in a large amount of Saint Qi. 

A miraculous scene was presented in front of everyone. 

The mutated Holy bloodfruit, which should have been destroyed, once again burst out with a blood-red 

light that enveloped the entire space. Furthermore, it was growing at an incredible rate. 

According to what Bai Shishi had said earlier, this mutated Holy bloodfruit would only ripen in the next 

few days. 

It might not be today. 
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However, at this moment, under the activation of these two special abilities, the source of the mutant 

Holy bloodfruit had received an unprecedented special boost and stimulation. 

The entire fruit began to grow at a speed visible to the naked eye, becoming more and more like a bright 

red Heart. Gradually, it even started to beat as if it had a life of its own. It was extremely magical! 

Instantly, a series of gasps erupted from the crowd. 

“Heavens! “How … How is this possible?” The mutated Holy bloodfruit has started to grow again, and it’s 

growing much faster than normal. Looking at it, it’ll be completely ripe in three to five minutes!” 

“What … What is going on? It was too unbelievable! Who the hell is that kid?” 

“His ability is simply too heaven-defying! With this ability, it’s completely possible to accelerate the 

growth of those heavenly treasures that are difficult to mature, and it’s even possible to revive those 

that are already dead!” 

“That’s right! This ability is too terrifying. This is the first time I’ve seen it! This kid’s identity must be 

extraordinary!” 

…… 

Obviously, this was Yuanji city, the weakest main city in the entire heavenly sanctuary. 

Therefore, no one in the city could tell that Chen Xiaobei’s ability was actually a natural ability of the 

great Divine Tribe. 

Origin derivation! 

It could even be said that everything in the world was born from the ancestral Saint of the great saint 

tribe. 

Of course, with the corresponding energy, Chen Xiaobei could theoretically derive anything he wanted. 

Not only heavenly materials and earthly treasures, but life, time, space, and worlds could also be 

derived. 

However, the prerequisite was that there had to be absolutely sufficient energy. 

“Master … It’s almost time! The mutant Holy bloodfruit is about to ripen!” 

Xuan Ling swallowed. Her feminine face was filled with shock and anticipation as she clenched her fists 

nervously. 

“Why are you so excited?” 

Chen Xiaobei frowned.  this mutant Holy bloodfruit is definitely not in your hands. Just wait and see.  

 no, no, no… I wouldn’t dare to covet master’s things. I’m excited because this mutated Holy bloodfruit 

is growing better than expected!  



 

Xuan Ling explained,”under normal circumstances, the Saint bloodfruit is at the early stage of a one star 

Holy Land, and mutant Saint spirits can reach the level of a two star Holy Emperor. But right now, under 

the control of master’s special ability, it may even surpass the level of a two star Holy Emperor!” 

Everyone was even more shocked when they heard this. 

These people were all laymen and could only watch the show. They could see that the mutant Holy 

bloodfruit had come back to life, and it was growing faster than normal. 

Xuan Ling, on the other hand, was an expert. He relied on the bloodvine to make a fortune. After a 

trillion years, he was extremely familiar with the bloodvine, and his judgment was even deeper. 

Beyond two star divine Emperor, that would be three star. 

In Yuanji city, a peak three-star divine Emperor was already the Supreme ruler at the top of the pyramid. 

It was not hard to imagine that a three-star divine Emperor grade mutant Holy bloodfruit was already at 

the top of the pyramid in Yuanji city. 

If this news were to be leaked, the entire Yuanji city would be in an uproar. 

Even Yuan Changsheng, the strongest expert in Yuanji city, would come. 

If the news spread faster, even the experts from the surrounding main cities would rush over to fight for 

it. At that time, blood would flow like a river, and the world would shake. 

Luckily, Chen Xiaobei had already predicted this. 

Those who left earlier would say that the mutant Holy bloodfruit was useless, while those who did not 

leave had been sealed by Chen Xiaobei and would never be able to leave. 

This way, Chen Xiaobei could safely keep the three-star Holy Emperor-level mutant Holy bloodfruit in his 

pocket. 

He also didn’t have to worry about people fighting over it and attracting countless troubles. 

“Whoosh …” 

With an extremely powerful Saint origin fluctuation, the entire three-star Saint Emperor level Saint 

Meridian was burned up. 

The shape and aura of the mutant Holy bloodfruit had completely stabilized, and it was emitting golden 

holy light. 

“It’s cooked! It’s completely mature!” 

 master!  Xuan Ling shrieked excitedly, ” master of the engineering department, you have obtained a 

three star Saint Emperor mutated Saint bloodfruit!  

Seeing this scene, the surrounding people were so shocked that their scalps went numb, and their eyes 

were fixed on the fruit. 



 

It wasn’t an exaggeration to say that the value of this mutated Holy bloodfruit was even greater than 

that of all the people here. 

Of course, other than its value, what everyone wanted to know the most was the use of this mutant 

Holy bloodfruit. 

If it were a normal Saint bloodfruit, its main use would be to make pills. 

Now that the Holy bloodfruit had undergone a special mutation, coupled with Chen Xiaobei’s double 

derivative special ability, the effect of the mutation would be greatly enhanced. 

As such, the effects of this mutated Saint bloodfruit would definitely be extraordinary. 

“Crack!” 

Under everyone’s watchful eyes, Chen Xiaobei picked the mutant Holy bloodfruit and focused on 

spiritual communication. 

“Bang Bang Bang …” 

In Chen Xiaobei’s palm, the mutant Holy bloodfruit was like a real heart, beating rhythmically. 

Soon, Chen Xiaobei felt a magical change. 

Whoosh … Whoosh … 

It was as if a large amount of energy was flowing out of the mutant Saint bloodfruit. 

Just like how a heart supplied blood to a human, the energy was like blood. It went straight into Chen 

Xiaobei’s body and circulated through his blood vessels. 

“I’ve recovered all the mental power I used to activate my discipline …” 

Chen Xiaobei was surprised, but also a little disappointed. 

He was surprised because his spiritual power had completely recovered, and the recovery speed was 

very fast. 

More importantly, Chen Xiaobei did not eat the fruit. He only held it in his hands and it already had such 

an effect. 

From this, it could be seen that the effect of this mutant Holy bloodfruit was to quickly recover spiritual 

power. 

Chen Xiaobei was disappointed because if the fruit could only recover his mental power, then it would 

be useless. 

After all, Chen Xiaobei had the grade 18 Golden Lotus of merit, a bunch of pills, and a way to recover his 

mental power. Why would he need the mutant Holy Blood fruit? He would be a burden in battle. 

It was tasteless, but it would be a pity to throw it away. He had wasted so much time for nothing. 

“No! It’s not only this!” 



 

However, at this moment, Xuan Ling exclaimed, ” “Master! Hurry up and eat this mutant Saint 

bloodfruit! There will definitely be a surprise!” 
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“Eat it?” 

Chen Xiaobei was surprised.  “This thing isn’t of much use, it’s better to sell it!” 

“No, no, no!” 

 no!  Xuan Ling explained hurriedly, ” before eating the Holy bloodfruit, it can only show the appearance 

of the special ability. You can only truly understand its essence after swallowing the entire fruit!  

“Really?” 

Chen Xiaobei frowned. 

The grade of this mutated Holy bloodfruit wasn’t low, and it could definitely be sold for a good price. 

However, if he ate it directly and only recovered his spiritual power, it would be a huge loss. 

“Master! Please believe me! If I’m wrong, you can just kill me!” 

Xuan Ling, on the other hand, was extremely excited. 

In reality, Xuan Ling still had feelings for the bloodvine, and the bloodfruit was like his child. 

He truly hoped that his child would be successful. 

“Alright, I’ll believe you this time!” 

Chen Xiaobei took the fruit and started to chew on it. 

This fruit was not delicious. 

As soon as it entered his mouth, it was like biting into a piece of raw meat that was still bleeding. The 

taste and texture were very uncomfortable, and ordinary people could not stand it at all. 

If it were a girl, she would probably vomit after taking a bite. 

However, Chen Xiaobei’s state of mind would not be shaken by such a small problem. 

In no time at all, he had finished the mutant Holy bloodfruit. 

Whoosh … Whoosh … 

Then, a special energy began to circulate in Chen Xiaobei’s body. It was like blood, flowing through the 

acupoints and meridians of his limbs and bones. 

Because his mental power had just been fully replenished, Chen Xiaobei did not feel any obvious 

changes. 
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However, as time passed, something magical happened. 

Chen Xiaobei could clearly feel that there was a new type of blood in his blood. 

The special energy that had been coursing through his body had turned into blood and was now 

completely integrated into Chen Xiaobei’s blood. 

Saint bloodfruit! 

So it really was related to blood and bloodline! 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei could also feel a new special ability! 

To be precise, it wasn’t a special ability. 

Instead, it was a new ability that was produced in his bloodline. 

That was the recovery of spiritual power! 

After absorbing the energy from the mutant Holy bloodfruit, Chen Xiaobei’s blood had a similar effect. 

In other words, Chen Xiaobei’s depleted mental power could be replenished by his blood circulation. 

He didn’t need to consume any energy, nor did he need to take any pills. He could recover naturally, and 

the speed of recovery was quite fast. 

“This effect is too good!” 

Chen Xiaobei was overjoyed. 

Just a moment ago, he had thought that this mutant Holy bloodfruit was of little value. 

Now that Chen Xiaobei had finally found its use, it was a huge surprise. 

 with this ability, as long as my spirit is not completely overdrawn and I don’t faint, I can quickly recover. 

This way, I can use most of my abilities without any worries!  

Chen Xiaobei was in a good mood. 

He didn’t expect that he would gain so much from saving the Fuxi. 

This mutated Saint bloodfruit was a pleasant surprise. 

“Lotus!” 

Without hesitation, Chen Xiaobei activated his special ability. 

This time, Chen Xiaobei did not just use the mark of the divine Lotus of heavenly law! 

Whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh … 

In an instant, there were 108 lotuses. It was gorgeous, gorgeous, and magnificent, like a scene from a 

dream. 

Right! You didn’t see wrong! 



 

This time, Chen Xiaobei had created 108 marks of the divine Lotus of heavenly law! 

Under normal circumstances, Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation was at the early stage of a one star divine 

Emperor. With the help of the life word incantation, he should be able to activate a two star divine 

Emperor’s power. 

In other words, if Chen Xiaobei wanted to create a Divine Lotus mark that could control two-star divine 

emperors, he would have to use up almost all of his mental power. He would have to replenish it before 

creating a second one. 

Chen Xiaobei had created 108 marks of the divine Lotus of heavenly law in an instant. 

In the past, Chen Xiaobei would have overused his mental power and his primordial spirit would have 

been destroyed. 

However, the situation was very different now. 

The Holy bloodfruit had given Chen Xiaobei a terrifying recovery effect on his mental power. 

It was just like recovering one’s strength. Normal people might need a long time to slowly recover. 

However, with the help of the three-star divine Emperor-grade mutant Holy bloodfruit, Chen Xiaobei’s 

mental power was quickly restored. 

Just like that, the one hundred and eight heavenly Dao divine lotuses bloomed one after another. 

“Bestow!” 

With a thought, Chen Xiaobei sent the seals into the sealed two star divine emperors. 

In the blink of an eye, Chen Xiaobei had 108 two star divine Emperor loyal dogs. 

If they were all sent to the beixuan sacred soul world, Chen Xiaobei’s sacred soul power level would 

increase, and the energy supply would also increase greatly. 

It was definitely great. 

However, Chen Xiaobei did not plan to send them to the beixuan realm yet. 

Since he had already made a move on them, he might as well go a little deeper and see how much value 

he could squeeze out from them. 

Don’t forget that these 108 people came from the 108 strongest forces in Yuanji city. 

There was even elder Yuan Xi from the yuan clan among them. 

This meant that Chen Xiaobei had 108 pawns to play around with the entire Yuanji city. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei let these 108 people know that they were his loyal dogs, and then released 

them all from the Saint pan space. 

Seeing this, the dark force was so shocked that it could not help but admire Chen Xiaobei. 



 

 master, you’re too powerful … In such a short time, you’ve planted 108 hidden chess pieces in every 

force at the top of Yuanji city …  

 yes!  Xuan Ling was excited.  these people all have extraordinary identities and positions. They’ll 

definitely bring you countless benefits and convenience!  If master’s ambition is bigger, you might even 

replace the yuan family and become the new ruler of Yuanji city!” 

“Become the ruler of Yuanji city?”  that’s not a bad idea!  Chen Xiaobei was surprised.  that’s not a bad 

idea!  

Chen Xiaobei had only wanted to get some benefits. 

However, the greatest benefit was that Yuanji city would be integrated into the beixuan great world. 

The size, population, and average cultivation of Yuanji city far exceeded the current North profound 

sacred soul world in all aspects. 

If they could merge, it would bring Chen Xiaobei great benefits. 

“This sect is no longer peaceful. Go and pack up. We’ll leave immediately.” Chen Xiaobei gave a simple 

order. 

Ding! 

At this moment, golden placid divine Emperor’s communication rune suddenly received a message. 
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Chen Xiaobei immediately became alert. 

Golden Phoenix divine Emperor had been in solitary cultivation and only the people in the heavenly Dão 

red envelope group knew that he came out. So, the communication rune was basically someone related 

to the heavenly Dao trying to contact him. 

Chen Xiaobei had to take this seriously. 

When Chen Xiaobei received the message, he was shocked. 

The message was actually from Yuan Changsheng. 

This guy was not a member of the heavenly Dão red envelope group, but the Supreme ruler of Yuanji 

city, the patriarch of the yuan family. 

Why would he contact Jin Lu divine Emperor? 

This was very strange. 

Yuan Changsheng: ” brother Jin Lu, I’m here under the orders of the heavenly Dao Sacred Emperor to 

contact you and help you complete a mission!  

Holy Emperor Jin Lu (Chen Xiaobei): My master said that someone would contact me. So it was you, 

brother! 
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Chen Xiaobei finally understood. 

The heavenly axiom had sent Hongjun and divine Emperor Jin Lu to kill Chen Xiaobei. 

The heavenly axiom had said that once they found Chen Xiaobei, they would contact Golden Phoenix 

divine Emperor to kill Chen Xiaobei. 

Now that Yuan Changsheng was here, he must have discovered Chen Xiaobei’s whereabouts. 

Yuan Changsheng was probably not a member of Tian Dao, but as long as he could help Tian Dao 

complete this mission, he would definitely be able to obtain many benefits. 

So, he was very positive and friendly to Jin Lu divine Emperor. 

Yuan Changsheng asked,”where’s brother Jinchuan now?” I’ll go find you now! 

Holy Emperor Jin Lu (Chen Xiaobei): ” my location is hard to describe. Why don’t you tell me where the 

target is? we’ll meet up there!  

Chen Xiaobei was calm and cautious. 

Even though he had control of Jin Lu divine Emperor, he still had to be careful. 

More importantly, Chen Xiaobei had to figure out how the other party knew where he was. 

Holy Emperor Jin Lu (Chen Xiaobei): ” Chen Xiaobei is just a nobody. I can kill him with one finger. 

There’s no need to negotiate. Just tell me where he is and I’ll kill him immediately!  

Yuan Changsheng said,”let’s be more careful to not alert the enemy.” 

 strange … This old man’s attitude seems to be fishy!  

Chen Xiaobei frowned and said, ” “He’s a peak three star Saint Emperor. Wouldn’t it be easy for him to 

kill me? If you’re too cautious, you’ll definitely have a guilty conscience!” 

Chen Xiaobei was smart enough to pick up the scent of a conspiracy. 

Golden Phoenix divine Emperor (Chen Xiaobei): ” alright then. Come and find me. I’m at the Holy Blood 

sect right now!  

“The Holy Blood sect?” Yuan Changsheng asked. Brother Jinchuan is also stepping on the Holy 

bloodfruit? I heard that it was plucked by a young boy before it ripened. What a pity. 

Holy Emperor Jin Lu (Chen Xiaobei): ” old bro, you’re really well-informed! You even know about this!  

 of course!  Yuan Changsheng said.  Yuanji city is our territory. I have eyes and ears all over the city. How 

else would I have found Chen Xiaobei? ” 

Divine Emperor Jin Lu (Chen Xiaobei): ” who’s the kid who took the Holy Blood fruit? ” Brother, do you 

know? 

Yuan Changsheng: ” I don’t know. I heard that he’s just a nobody. Someone will naturally deal with him.  



 

“It’s indeed a scam! I picked the Holy bloodfruit myself! Yuan Changsheng, that old bastard, doesn’t 

even know who I am! How could he have discovered my whereabouts?” 

Chen Xiaobei started to plan, ” “He kept asking for Jin Lu divine Emperor’s location not to complete the 

mission of the heavenly Dao but to find Jin Lu divine Emperor! But why does he want to find Jin Lu divine 

Emperor?” 

“I understand! The other disciples of Tian Dao had suffered a great loss in the previous red packet flood. 

At that time, someone had spread the word that they were looking for Sacred Emperor Jin Lu and 

Hongjun! And since they couldn’t find him, they could only think of this method!” 

 I’ll let Yuan Changsheng pretend that he has discovered my whereabouts and escape from Sacred 

Emperor Jin Lu’s position. This way, they can take back the things that were lost during the red packet 

flood!  

It was obvious that Chen Xiaobei was very, very smart. He had figured out the enemy’s purpose in an 

instant. 

Know yourself and know your enemy, and you will never be defeated. 

Holy Emperor Jin Lu (Chen Xiaobei) said,”hehe, it’s all thanks to you this time.” 

Yuan Changsheng replied, [ you’re welcome. We’ll be right there! ] 

Holy Emperor Jin Lu (Chen Xiaobei): ” come! I’ll be waiting for you guys at the Holy Blood sect’s holy 

ground!  

After they stopped talking, Chen Xiaobei immediately set off for the Holy Blood sect’s forbidden area. 

At the same time, xuanling packed her things and rushed to Chen Xiaobei’s side. 

However, xuanling could not do much to help. So, Chen Xiaobei told him to find a place to hide and not 

show his face no matter what he saw. 

“Shua shua shua …” 

Soon, a spatial Rift appeared in the sky. 

Two silhouettes flew out one after the other. They floated in the air and looked down at the situation on 

the ground. 

The person in the lead had white hair and was dressed in an auspicious golden robe that lit up the dark 

night. As he flew, he would leave behind the brilliant light of tens of thousands of galaxies in the space, 

making him look very sacred. 

The other person looked young. His eyes were wrapped in a piece of black cloth, making him look like a 

blind man. However, his judgment of the opponent’s position was quite accurate, and it did not seem 

like he could not see. 

“Doyen, are you sure Jin Lu is here?” 



 

The young man with the black cloth covering his eyes frowned and said, ”  there’s only a young boy in 

the forbidden area of the Holy Blood sect. There’s no one else!  

The Golden-robed elder was Yuan Changsheng. He said in a deep voice, ”  the transmission rune says 

that he’s in the Holy Blood sect’s forbidden area. Why don’t we go down and ask? ” 

“Let’s go!” The young man nodded. 

In an instant, the two of them appeared in front of Chen Xiaobei. 

They looked down at Chen Xiaobei from above, their eyes full of contempt, as if they were two dragons 

looking down on a lowly ant. 

“Little brat! Where’s Jin Lu divine Emperor?” 

The young man’s voice was extremely arrogant, indifferent, and without the slightest emotion. 

“Who are you?” 

 what’s wrong? ” Chen Xiaobei asked, his heart calm. 

He could basically guess that the Golden-robed elder was the yuan clan’s forefather, Yuan Changsheng. 

Chen Xiaobei could not guess the identity of the young man whose eyes were covered by a black cloth. It 

seemed that the young man was looking for divine Emperor Jin Lu and Yuan Changsheng was just acting 

as a bait. 

“Is it your place to ask who I am?” 

The young man was extremely arrogant as he threatened in a cold voice, ” “Ant! Answer my question 

immediately! Otherwise, I don’t mind directly killing you!” 

“Kill me? Come, try it!” Chen Xiaobei said nonchalantly. 

The young man and Yuan Changsheng were taken aback by his words. 

Was this kid crazy? 

He actually took the initiative to seek death? 
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For a moment, not only were the young man and Yuan Changsheng dumbfounded, even Xuan Ling, who 

was hiding in the dark, was dumbfounded and puzzled. 

The two of them were obviously much stronger than Chen Xiaobei. 

Not only did Chen Xiaobei not lower himself, he even tried to provoke her. 

If this wasn’t courting death, what was it? He was simply tired of living. 

“Ant! Do you know who you are talking to?” 

The young man’s face was burning with anger, and his tone was filled with killing intent. 
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 how pitiful. Not only are you blind, but your brain isn’t working well either.  

 I just asked you who you are. If I knew, would I still ask? ” Chen Xiaobei sighed and shook his head. 

“You …” 

The young man’s mouth twitched in anger. He clenched his fists and his Saint Qi burst out. 

The fact that he was able to invite Yuan Changsheng showed that his status was definitely extraordinary. 

Moreover, his cultivation base was at least on the same level as Yuan Changsheng. 

For such a figure, people would usually be respectful to him, worshiping Him like a Bodhisattva, and not 

daring to offend him in the slightest. 

However, Chen Xiaobei had said to his face that he was not only blind, but also stupid. 

If Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation level was high enough, it would not be a big deal. However, Chen Xiaobei 

was only an early one-star divine Emperor. 

This was an unprecedented humiliation for the young man. His anger was at its peak, and his heart was 

filled with killing intent. He could not wait to kill Chen Xiaobei. 

“Brother thousand eyes, please calm your anger!” 

However, at that moment, Yuan Changsheng advised, ”  the ignorant are fearless. This kid must not 

know our identities, which is why he is so arrogant. If we were the two of us, I bet he would kneel on the 

ground and beg for our forgiveness!  

“Alright!” 

The young man composed himself and said solemnly, ” “I’m a disciple of the natural law School. People 

call me the thousand-eyed Saint Emperor! He was already a peak three star divine Emperor! An ant! 

Kneel down and beg for mercy!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s guess was confirmed. 

The last time Chen Xiaobei went to the heavenly Dão red envelope group, he managed to steal a late 

five-star divine Emperor’s body from The Thousand Eyes divine Emperor. 

With thousand eye Sacred Emperor’s cultivation, this body was definitely his most valuable treasure. 

He didn’t want to let others take advantage of him so he tried everything to get it back. However, he 

couldn’t find golden placid Sacred Emperor so he found Yuan Changsheng and got him to pretend to be 

a heaven Dao to cheat golden placid Sacred Emperor’s position. 

He wanted to snatch back the red packets that he had sent out. He was simply too shameless. 

If a thousand-eyed Sacred Emperor was so shameless, it was easy to imagine that the entire natural law 

School was a group of shameless people who bullied others. 

In the red envelope snatching session, Chen Xiaobei also managed to snatch a Holy Meridian from the 

nine firmament divine Emperor and a Holy Crystal from the mystic essence divine Emperor. 



 

Even though the two of them did not show up today, they might plot against Chen Xiaobei in the future. 

Chen Xiaobei did not know anything about the nine dome divine Emperor. 

However, Sacred Emperor Xuan Yuan was the eldest senior brother of the natural law School. His power 

was probably only second to the natural law. 

Fortunately, the disciples of the natural law School couldn’t work together, so they probably wouldn’t 

act together. 

If Sacred Emperor Xuan Yuan and Sacred Emperor Jiu Qiong had come together today, Chen Xiaobei 

would have been dead. 

But now, the thousand-eyed divine Emperor was coming alone. Chen Xiaobei was not afraid of him at 

all. 

“Thousand eyed Sacred Emperor? It’s so awesome, I’m so scared!” 

Chen Xiaobei smirked. He did not even care about the thousand-eyed divine Emperor. 

 you … You’re really driving me mad!!!  

The thousand eyed Sacred Emperor was completely furious. 

He had wanted to reveal his identity so that he could see Chen Xiaobei begging for mercy on the ground. 

He did not expect that Chen Xiaobei would still look down on him even after knowing his cultivation and 

identity. 

At that moment, thousand eye Sacred Emperor felt like his dignity was being trampled on by an ant. 

This was simply an unparalleled humiliation that he had never experienced in his life. 

“Boom boom boom …” 

In that instant, the thousand eyed Sacred Emperor’s Saint Origin Energy exploded like thunder and 

shook the entire space. 

In an instant, heaven and earth trembled, and time and space were distorted. In the huge Yuanji city, 

billions of people felt their hearts clench in fear! 

“My God … Is master crazy? He actually angered thousand eye Sacred Emperor … Isn’t … Isn’t this 

suicide?” 

Xuan Ling was hiding in the distance, trembling. 

Xuan Ling didn’t have the courage to help when she saw thousand eyes Sacred Emperor was about to 

attack. More importantly, she wouldn’t be able to help even if she did. 

At the critical moment, he directly used all his strength and fled far away. 

In his opinion, a catastrophe was about to befall them, and it was better for a small character like him to 

run as far as possible. 



 

“Brother thousand eyes!” 

Yuan Changsheng was anxious,”could this brat be a subordinate of Sacred Emperor Jin Lu?” Golden 

placid divine Emperor saw through your plan and let this kid stay to piss you off?” 

“Jin Lu? He’s not that smart!” 

“I don’t care if he saw through my plan or not, I’m going to crush this brat into meat paste today!” The 

thousand eyed Sacred Emperor’s killing intent rose. Imprison his Saint Soul in purgatory and let him 

suffer endless torture, never to be freed!” 

Without a doubt, the thousand eyed divine Emperor was a noble and had a high cultivation. He had 

never been humiliated like this by Chen Xiaobei. 

This had greatly hurt his pride and made him so angry that he wanted to kill Chen Xiaobei at all costs. 

“Alright … I won’t try to persuade you …” 

“However, I can’t help you with this matter anymore …” Yuan Changsheng sighed. 

It was obvious that this was a trap that the two of them had planned. 

To Yuan Changsheng, if the thousand-eyed divine Emperor killed Chen Xiaobei, it would alert golden 

placid divine Emperor. 

This way, Yuan Changsheng would no longer be able to help the thousand-eyed Sacred Emperor cheat. 

Of course, Yuan Changsheng was not a good person either. He did not really want to help, but he just 

wanted to get his reward. 

“Don’t worry! The benefits I promised you will not be reduced by a single bit!” 

The thousand-eyed divine Emperor was so angry that he wanted to kill Chen Xiaobei. 

However, Chen Xiaobei was not afraid at all. Instead, he continued to add on. 

“Hey! Old thing, you should join us!” 

Chen Xiaobei raised his brows and laughed evilly, ” “This blind man is too weak. I’m afraid he can’t hurt 

me!” 

 what??? ” 

The thousand eyed divine Emperor and Yuan Changsheng were enraged. Their faces were contorted in 

anger, and they looked as if they wanted to burn Chen Xiaobei to death. 

This brat who didn’t know the immensity of heaven and earth was simply too f * cking pretentious! 
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Yuan Changsheng was furious, and a boiling golden holy light surged from his body. 

As the Supreme ruler of Yuanji city and the ancestor of the yuan clan, Yuan Changsheng had never been 

humiliated like this! 

At a distance. 

“Is master crazy? Wasn’t it enough to offend a thousand-eyed Sacred Emperor? he even wanted to 

offend Yuan Changsheng? Is he really dead?” 

Xuan Ling, who was running away, was so frightened that his face changed and his hair stood on end. He 

ran faster. 

One could imagine that if the thousand eyed Sacred Emperor and Yuan Changsheng attacked together, 

the entire Holy Blood sect would probably be razed to the ground. Everything within a billion miles 

would be turned into dust. No living being would be able to survive. 

Xuanling did not want to be involved. Even though he had escaped far away, he still could not feel at 

ease. 

The enemy was too powerful, the strongest combat power in Yuanji city, and it was multiplied by two. It 

was a terrifying situation. 

“A mere ant is worthy of the two of us attacking?” 

The thousand eyed Sacred Emperor waved his hand in disdain. 

“Boom boom boom …” 

In that instant, the Holy Light exploded like an ancient spear of lightning. It tore through the air and shot 

toward Chen Xiaobei with an endless amount of twisted electricity. 

The heavens and earth trembled in a terrifying manner! 

Everyone in every corner of Yuanji city felt their hearts tighten and shiver. 

However, Chen Xiaobei did not seem to care at all. He did not Dodge or defend himself. He just raised 

his hand casually. 

It was as casual as driving away a tiny mosquito. 

However, this seemingly casual wave of his hand had indistinctly triggered an extremely special 

character! 

Hong! 

The text was hidden in Chen Xiaobei’s palm, and it gave off a strong aura of origin, as if it was the origin 

of all things in the world, sacred, noble, and great! 

That’s right! 

This was the Hong word curse of the one word Saint destroyer curse! 



 

Previously, Chen Xiaobei had raised the Hong word incantation to the second level, which was 

equivalent to a two star divine Emperor! 

In other words, the second level of the Hong curse was equivalent to a three star divine Emperor and 

could make one invincible among three star divine emperors. 

That way, any attack below the level of a four star divine Emperor would not be able to hurt Chen 

Xiaobei! 

The Hong word incantation’s effect on Chen Xiaobei was exactly the same as the human’s body. 

In other words, Chen Xiaobei’s physical strength was the strongest among the three star divine 

emperors. 

Unless a four star divine Emperor was here, no one would be able to hurt Chen Xiaobei, not even a little! 

That was why Chen Xiaobei only needed to wave his hand. 

“BOOM!” 

The terrifying ancient spear of lightning struck Chen Xiaobei’s palm. 

The dazzling holy light completely enveloped Chen Xiaobei. 

As long as one was mentally sound, they would be 100% sure that Chen Xiaobei had been completely 

annihilated and turned into dust. 

No one believed that Chen Xiaobei would survive. 

This was absolutely impossible. 

“We’re really losing face by getting angry over a mere ant.” 

Yuan Changsheng sighed, and the anger on his face dissipated. He regained his Sage-like, sacred, and 

Supreme aura. 

In his eyes, Chen Xiaobei was just an insignificant ant. She was not worthy of making him angry. 

Now that Chen Xiaobei had been killed, he felt that Chen Xiaobei was insignificant. There was no need to 

be angry over Chen Xiaobei. It would only lower his own status. 

“An ant is an ant, just kill him, why bother with him!” 

The thousand eyed Sacred Emperor’s face was cold. 

In the past, when he encountered people who didn’t have eyes, he would directly kill them without any 

nonsense. 

Right now, Chen Xiaobei was only an early one star divine Emperor. He was not even an ant. 

If it was not for the fact that he wanted to find golden placid divine Emperor, the thousand-eyed divine 

Emperor would not have even spoken to Chen Xiaobei. He would have killed Chen Xiaobei the moment 

he saw him. 



 

However, in the next moment … 

The thousand eyed Sacred Emperor and Yuan Chang Sheng were both dumbstruck by what they saw 

when the Holy Light dissipated. Their scalps went numb, and they couldn’t believe their eyes. 

“That was not even enough to scratch my itch! You two jokers still have the face to be smug? It’s so 

funny!” 

Chen Xiaobei stood there unscathed, a sneer on his face. 

 how … How is this possible?!  

Seeing this, thousand eyed Sacred Emperor and Yuan Changsheng were stunned. 

His eyes were as wide as a bull’s, and his mouth was so wide that a fist could fit in it. His pupils shrank, 

and his eyes trembled. 

Even his three views were completely subverted. 

Even if their imaginations were to break through the horizon, they would never have expected such an 

outcome. 

Not only was Chen Xiaobei not dead, but the hand that he used to block the ancient Lightning Spear was 

not injured at all. It was not even red and swollen. 

It was clear that the attack just now was not even a blow to Chen Xiaobei. At most, it was just a scratch, 

and it was very light. 

“Pa!” 

This result was like a loud slap to the thousand-eyed Sacred Emperor and Yuan Changsheng’s faces. 

Their faces were red and hot. 

They had been ridiculing Chen Xiaobei and calling him an ant, looking down on him. 

However, in the end, their attacks couldn’t even kill an ant. This was a huge slap to their faces. 

“My God … What … What is going on?” 

Xuan Ling was running, but he froze on the spot. His face was filled with shock, and his eyes were about 

to fall out. 

He had thought that Chen Xiaobei was dead for sure, but he did not expect Chen Xiaobei to be safe. 

Suddenly, the way Xuan Ling looked at Chen Xiaobei had completely changed. 

Shocking! Admiration! Fear! Loyalty! 

Originally, xuanling had no choice but to be Chen Xiaobei’s dog in order to survive. Her loyalty was not 

high at all. If Chen Xiaobei died, xuanling would not even bat an eye. 

But now, xuanling had started to seriously consider pledging her loyalty to Chen Xiaobei. 

This was because Chen Xiaobei’s Foundation was so strong that it was beyond anyone’s imagination. 



 

He was only a one star divine Emperor, yet he was able to block a peak three star divine Emperor’s 

attack. 

This could definitely be said to be a great miracle that no one had ever done before! 

This showed how terrifying Chen Xiaobei’s Foundation was! 

This was the real reason why Xuan Ling’s heart wavered. 

He was not stupid. He knew that if he followed Chen Xiaobei, he would have a bright future ahead of 

him. More importantly, if he was not loyal to Chen Xiaobei, he would die without a doubt. 

So, at this moment, xuanling was both respectful and fearful of Chen Xiaobei. She had no choice but to 

be loyal. 

However, Xuan Ling still did not dare to be careless. 

Then, the situation changed again! 


